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The stock market traveled a long way in the 
first ninety days of 2016, but ended back 
where it started. January and early February 
saw the S&P 500 down 10.5%, but from that 
point to the end of the first quarter, the 
market recovered all the way back to even. 
Interest rates followed a similar pattern. 
Rates dropped as the equity market fell, and 
then moved back higher during the recovery. 
European stock markets did noticeably 
worse. The Stoxx Euro 600 was down nearly 
8.5% for the first quarter. Interest rates in 
Europe….well there just about isn’t any yield 
period. In fact, several countries have 
negative interest rates. 
 
First Quarter and 2016 Performance: 
         

 
1st Quarter 

  S&P 500 +1.35% 
Russell 2000 -1.52% 
Barclays Agg. +3.03% 
MSCI EAFE -3.01% 
MSCI EM +5.71% 

  

 
 
 
Gains in employment are the best news about 
the U.S. economy. From a peak of 10% in 

2009, the unemployment rate is now at 5%. The 
weekly unemployment claims report tells the 
same story. Fewer and fewer Americans are filing 
unemployment claims. 
 
In addition, U.S. consumer confidence is on an 
upswing. This is particularly important because 
consumers drive GDP growth in the U.S. There is 
little wonder as to why confidence has improved: 
30 year mortgage rates are 3.70%; new car loan 
rates are 3.20%; jobs are more plentiful and 
gasoline prices are down significantly. However, 
U.S. consumers are being cautious about 
spending. Consumer spending was soft in the first 
few months of 2016, running at a 2.70% 
annualized rate. That is a decent, but 
unspectacular, growth rate. Consumers have 
been cautious regarding spending habits since 
the recession. The last seven years have seen a 
sustained improvement in debt as a percent of 
income.  U.S. consumers have been paying down 
mortgages, credit cards and personal loans, while 
at the same time saving more. The new “smarter 
consumer” is putting personal balance sheet 
repair as a top priority. This is great long-term for 
the overall economic health of the U.S, but 
somewhat of a challenge for our economy, which 
is built on consumption. Faced with aging cars, 
U.S. consumers bought cars and small trucks at a 
record pace of 18 million last year.  The housing 
market has improved, but the improvement has 
been glacial. Sales of both new and existing 
homes have stalled this year, as have housing 
starts. Housing should improve throughout the 
next couple of years though. The price of an 
existing home has jumped 41% from the 2011 
low.  In the mean time, median family income is 
up but only 11%. Today’s more cautious 
consumer is very price sensitive. Overall the 
underpinnings of the U.S. economy remain solid: 
employment remains strong, average hourly 
earnings are lifting, and confidence is solid. This 
trend should continue through 2016.  
 
The data is not nearly as positive for U.S. 
manufacturing. There are three major headwinds 
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for manufacturing: strength of the U.S. dollar, 
weak foreign markets, and the decline of the oil 
and gas industry. The strong dollar acts as a 
restraint on U.S. based manufacturing. If 
everything else is held constant, then the 
appreciation of the currency makes our 
products more expensive for foreign buyers. In 
addition, foreign economies are weaker than 
the U.S., so demand is tepid. Finally, the drop 
in energy prices has meant a significant 
decline in capital spending from oil and gas 
companies. Fewer rigs, less steel and pipe 
leads to a slowdown in manufacturing output 
that supports the energy sector. There is no 
doubt that lower gasoline prices are a benefit 
for the overall economy, but clearly an issue for 
manufacturers that supply the oil fields.  
 
U.S. GDP, which is the value of all final goods 
and services produced, has averaged about 
2.00% growth over the last several years. 
However, it looks like the first quarter 2016 
results will be half of that.  A major detractor for 
overall growth is weak foreign economies and 
their impact on U.S. based exporters. The 
strong currency is certainly part of the equation 
as are weaker corporate profits. But, as long as 
the consumer remains confident, it is likely that 
the domestic economy remains healthy.  
 
The Euro zone struggles to find growth, also 
for Japan. Both the European Central Bank 
and the Bank of Japan are adding liquidity, 
keeping rates remarkably low and ensuring 
investors that this will continue for the 
foreseeable future. In some countries, interest 
rates are actually negative. On June 23, 2016 
the U.K. will hold a referendum on whether 
Britain should remain in the European Union. 
The EU is both an economic and political 
partnership involving 28 European countries. It 
began after World War II as an attempt to 
foster economic cooperation. The idea was 
that countries that trade with each other are 
less likely to shoot at one another. It has 
evolved to become a “single market” allowing 
goods and people to move, as if they were just 
one country. Think the United States: no 
restriction on moving goods, services, or 
people between states. The EU has its own 
currency, the Euro, that has been adopted by 
19 members, but not the U.K. There are 
worries that a British exit from the European 

Union would be a negative for growth. At this time 
polls are 50/50 for Britain exiting the EU. 
   
China, the primary source for growth in the world 
for the last 10 years, has slowed. It is unclear 
exactly how much they have slowed, as few 
actually believe the published GDP reports. 
Suffice it to say that growth is below their target. 
The Chinese have a goal to grow their economy 
at least 6.5% year over year over the next five 
years. The country wants to boost the service 
sector so that it accounts for 56% of GDP by 2020 
and boost per capita income by 6.5%. They are 
also trying to cap coal usage and increase the use 
of nuclear power in an effort to curb pollution, 
which is massive problem. China ultimately wants 
their economy to look more like the U.S., a 
consumption based economy. Over the last few 
decades, the Chinese have moved from a 
manufacturing/export driven economy to one led 
by investment. The transition to a consumer 
focused economy is now underway. The Chinese 
have a lot on their plate.  
 
The U.S. Federal Reserve has staked out a plan 
to gradually raise interest rates, but seems willing 
to do so only after inflation has moved noticeably 
higher. Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet 
Yellen recently said the U.S. Central Bank would 
“proceed cautiously” in raising rates because the 
global economy presents heightened risks. The 
Fed raised rates a modest .25% in December 
2015. The markets had been anticipating the next 
rate hike would be announced after the June 15, 
2016 Federal Reserve meeting. That timing is 
now questionable based on Yellen’s recent 
comments.  
 
We are experiencing one of the longest and best 
performing bull markets in history. Obviously, the 
equity markets have had an occasional correction. 
But, at least at this point, it continues to add to the 
record. Market returns have been modest so far in 
2016, so the pace of returns have clearly 
moderated. Earnings growth has become more 
difficult. As that has become evident, the market 
finds it harder to push to new highs. One of the 
most defining aspects to the investment 
environment over the last six years is how 
remarkably low interest rates have been and how 
persistently they have stayed low. Low rates 
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around the globe are a symptom of a world that 
struggles to ignite economic growth.  
 
The Federal Reserve and virtually all other 
central banks are attempting to engineer 
growth by flooding their economies with 
liquidity and keeping rates at extremely low 
levels. The U.S. economy is ok. Foreign 
economies are weaker. The investment 
implications are that the U.S. is still the best 
place to invest. While rates in the U.S. should 
move higher, our interest rate markets are also 
being influenced by low rates and weak growth 
abroad. 
 
We live in a very complicated world.  
 

 
Jim Huntzinger 
Chief Investment Officer 
BOK Financial Corporation 
April 1, 2016 
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Disclosures
 
The information provided in this was prepared by Jim Huntzinger, Chief Investment Officer of 
BOK Financial Corporation.  The information provided herein is intended to be informative and 
not intended to be advice relative to any investment or portfolio offered through BOK Financial 
Corporation (NASDAQ:BOKF). The views expressed in this commentary reflect the opinion of 
the author based on data available as of the date this report was written and is subject to 
change without notice.  This commentary is not a complete analysis of any sector, industry or 
security. Individual investors should consult with their financial advisor before implementing 
changes in their portfolio based on opinions expressed.  The information provided in this 
commentary is not a solicitation for the investment management services of any BOKF 
subsidiary.  
 
BOK Financial Corporation (BOKF) offers wealth management and trust services through 
various affiliate companies and non-bank subsidiaries including advisory services offered by 
BOKF, NA (and its banking divisions Bank of Oklahoma, Bank of Texas, Bank of Albuquerque, 
Bank of Arkansas, Bank of Arizona, Colorado State Bank and Trust, and Bank of Kansas City) 
and its subsidiaries BOK Financial Asset Management, Inc., and Cavanal Hill Investment 
Management, Inc. each an SEC registered investment adviser. BOKF offers additional 
investment services and products through its subsidiary BOSC, Inc., a broker/dealer, member 
FINRA/SIPC, an SEC registered investment adviser and The Milestone Group, also an SEC 
registered investment adviser.  
 
Investments are not insured by the FDIC and are not guaranteed by BOKF, NA or any of 
its affiliates. Investments are subject to risks, including the possible loss of the principal 
amount invested.  
 
This report may not be reproduced, redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, or referred to in 
any publication, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written 
consent of BOKF. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt and review of this 
research report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others 
the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained in this report. 
 


